INTRODUCTION
in conception and symbolical in its essence the standards of criticism
applicable to a realistic and psychological drama.
I sometimes ask myself if Federico himself did not over-exaggerate
his tendency of purging lyric elements from his drama. In this regard,
Yertna, out of the trilogy that makes up this book, is perhaps the play
which reaches the greatest balance between poetic, plastic, and dramatic
elements. Federico could not have renounced - it would have been im-
possible - a poetic conception of the theatre. But in a certain way he also
dedicated himself to search in his own fashion for a pure theatre. Within
his dramatic conception (and only Mariana Pineda is not conceived
dramatically) it became necessary to limit the sallies of the lyric poet in
him. And, except for minor instances, in my judgement he succeeded in
not allowing his plays to get beyond the control of a dramatic outline
served by a notable economy of words.
The House ofBernarda Alba is but the culmination of this tendency,
long before noted. I remember that the success obtained by a scene we
might call lyric in Yerma's second act, that of the Laundresses, during the
play's run in Madrid was always considered by Federico a success little
to be desired.
In his last play all this is radically suppressed. Sobriety becomes the
essential motive in the play's conception. And this sobriety is converted
almost into a display of virtuosity. He played to the audience, as I said
before, but on his own terms. Far from insisting on those effects the
public asked for, in seeking his audience he avoided the resources proved
by success, in order to find his own audience on a higher level: either in
the austere dramatic scheme of Bemarda Alba, or in the handling of
dramatic material with a poem's freedom. Though at heart he was con-
cerned with marking a road to the audience, he would not allow that
audience to lead him, along the road to an easy triumph. He fought his
own battle between artistic freedom and discipline with his conscience
gravely concerned with the problem of the enduring quality of his
work. This conflict between freedom and discipline on die one hand,
between poetry and reality on the other - or between nature and art, to
state it in traditional terms - he lived with such intensity that it would
not be mere conjecture to say that it took on a dramatic aspect within
the poet himself. The drama rising from the heart of the Shoemaker's
wife, a struggle between fantasy and reality, in the soul of Don Per-
limpHn, in Belisa's flesh, or in Yerma's innermost being, is the aesthetic
drama of the poet himself. It is the conflict which the Spanish soul felt
like none other and which Federico, to the measure which the conflict
permitted, resolved after the Spanish fashion: by setting his roots in
reality the better to make it poetic.
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